To date, many web visualization applications have shown the usefulness of a hyperbolic tree. However, we have discovered that strict hierarchical tree structures are too limited. For many practical applications, we need to generalize a hyperbolic tree to a hyperbolic space. This approach results in massive cross-links in a highly connected graph that clutter the display. To resolve this problem, an invisible link technique is introduced. In this paper, we describe the navigation in a large hyperbolic space using invisible links in some detail. We have applied this invisible link method to three data mining visualization applications: e-business web navigation for URL visits, customer call center for question-answer service, and web site index creation.
INTRODUCTION
To date, many web visualization applications have shown the usefulness of hyperbolic trees [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8] . Hierarchies, such as organization charts or directory structures can be represented in a hyperbolic tree. Also, there are other applications, such as navigating E-Business URL paths and file system links in which relationships need to be linked from different branches of a tree. For example, we can map an e-business application's structure including URL's and their subsequent links into a hyperbolic space. But we cannot put all the URL links into a strict directed tree. Usually there are several crosslinks, and they might even form cycles. In a customer support web application, hyperbolic trees can be used to organize large numbers of questions and answers in a hierarchical structure. It is still sometimes necessary for an answer to link to a set of questions/answers in another group that does not directly belong to the hierarchical hyperbolic tree. To expand its use in a wide variety of visual navigation applications, it is necessary to generalize a hyperbolic tree into a hyperbolic space.
A common method for visualizing all connected nodes in a hyperbolic space is to draw lines. This introduces many lines and intersections. Also, there are broken lines for far away nodes that are off the screen. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the hyperbolic space becomes very cluttered and difficult to navigate.
In this paper we discuss an "invisible link" [9] technique with link tables and navigation path histories for linking a large highly connected graph without cluttering the display. Only the primary (direct parent-child, no-cross) links are shown on the screen. All other cross-links are invisible to the user. 
INVISIBLE LINKS & LINK TABLES
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To unclutter the display and ease navigation in a large highly connected hyperbolic space, we employ an invisible link technique. This technique only shows the parent-child path of each node. All other interconnected links are defined in each node's link table. They are invisible to the user. These invisible links only appear after the user focuses on the node.
When the user clicks on a node that contains a number of invisible links, these invisible links will be drawn from that node. Each invisible link represents a path to a node in a different branch of a hierarchical space. The user can dynamically select any one of the paths. After the user makes the selection, the selected node with its children will be automatically mapped from their original structure to the current focused node. At this time, the selected nodes will be unmapped from their original structure. Placeholders are used to save/restore links for mapping and unmapping operations. Also, placeholders are used to track cycles. This technique retains the original simplicity of a hyperbolic tree without having extra lines and intersections.
Link Tables
The Link Table is The link history log records previous link paths of a node while it is in focus. It contains information for mapping a cross node and its children that are pointed by an invisible link from their original structure to the current focused nodes. The link history log contains two parts: the link (path) and operation (actions)
Link Operation navigation (in focus) if the current node has invisible links ->display all invisible paths map map the node and its children connected by a selected invisible path unmap unmap the node and its children from their original structure placeholder hold the places of the node in their original structure navigation end (not in focus) unmap the node from the current node and re-map the nodes back to their original structure pointed by the placeholder cycle track the current node's ancestors for managing ioops 2.4 Process Flow Figure 3 illustrates the process flow using the invisible link technique. This technique contains the following elements:
1 . Use an invisible link to automatically map nodes from different branches of a hierarchical space to the current focused node.
2. Use the link table to define the parent-child relationships and interconnection of each node. 3. Use the link history log to track navigation activities and to maintain cycles. 
NAVIGATION IN A LARGE HYPERBOLIC SPACE
The following example illustrates the navigation paths in a large hot topic hierarchy for web document navigation. The hot topic hierarchy consists of a tree structure to represent the parent-child relationships plus some cross links and cycles. The goal of the navigation is to find a solution to the problem of "why can the user not send mail on his HP-UX system?" When the user clicks on the "sendmail" node, the user will be notified by the "sendmail" node to select one of the invisible link paths; the user selects the "Install Patch" node.
Step 4:
After the user selects an invisible link path -"Install Patch", the "Install Patch" node and its children nodes (Patch Install, 10.10 Patch, 10.20 Patch) will be mapped from the original structure (Workstation) in the hyperbolic space to the "sendmail" node. A placeholder is placed on the node's original structure (Workstation) Step 5:
After navigating on "Patch Install", "10.10 patch", and "10.20 path" nodes, the user discovers that missing the 10.20 patch" causes his "send mail" problem. The user ends his navigation session by clicking on the "end" button. At this time, the three nodes linked by the invisible link will be moved from their new structure (at "sendmail" node) back to their original structure (at "Install Patch" node).
APPLICATIONS
The invisible link technique together with the link table and link history logs in a hyperbolic space is built on a Java-based server-client model. To achieve rapid display, the visualization construction and rendering are done locally in the client site.
The data mining and computation execute on the server. The server is integrated with the data mining engine and data warehouse. We have applied this invisible link technique to three data mining applications: Web e-business URL path navigation, customer call center document navigation, and Web site index creation.
Web E-Business URL Path Navigation
One of the common problems electronic store managers want to solve is how to target advertisements and increase product sales. At HP Laboratories, we constructed a large highly interconnected graph with cycles in a hyperbolic space to visualize the pages that a customer clicking through on the electronic store's web site. The nodes are web pages and the edges are URL links. We incorporated the invisible links technique to navigate nodes from other branches of the hyperbolic space. We use information from the link table and the link history log to track and visualize cross-links and cycles. Figure 4 illustrates a web URL path navigation for analyzing the effectiveness of advertisement. For example, the store manager can easily follow the paths from Yahoo, BuyOnline, and other referring sites to find out how many customers visited the ads on the referring sites and how many of these visits resulted in sales. To graphically represent the contents of the node, each node provides information including visiting time, access statistics. Color-coding is now used to show the sales over a period of time, e.g. the top sales are colored red. The second example shown is a Hewlett Packard internal web based troubleshooting application called InterView [6] . InterView was developed as an interactive web based troubleshooting system, which guides a user by a question answer dialog to the right solution of the problem. InterView's knowledge base can be best described by a huge decision graph of nodes.
The Knowledge base is organized in domains, knowledge areas that cover a similar topic, while each domain consists of several hundred interconnected nodes. Due to the fact that the knowledge base is more general than a strict decision tree, the invisible link extension of the hyperbolic space is needed to visualize the knowledge base correctly.
We developed a hyperbolic space viewer in InterView for the following purposes: 1 . Navigation and overview of the domain The users as well as the authors are using the hyperbolic space visualization to navigate through the network of nodes to get the right solution. This allows especially experienced users to identify and find the right solution from the knowledge base quickly.
Authoring and maintenance of the domain
By enabling the hyperbolic space viewer with some additional functions like copy, cut, link, the knowledge authors are able to maintain the structure of even very big domains easily.
Color based statistical information mapping
To allow efficient content and knowledge management, the InterView application collects statistical data, like access, knowledge success/failure counts etc.
Computers..anpaefh
Customer Call Center Navigation
To allow authors an easy way to interpret this statistical data in the context of the knowledge itself, we are using colored nodes in the hyperbolic space to represent the data; e.g. the more often a node was used or accessed, the lighter the color is applied.
This representation allows authors easily to identify areas in the knowledge base where content maintenance or changes have to be made.
Without the invisible link technique the hyperbolic space viewer could only be used in a very limited way to represent InterView's knowledge base. The invisible links allow the users as well as the authors to focus fully on the hierarchy of the content and not on the complexity of the network.
Due to the fact that the developed Java based hyperbolic tree viewer allows switching between visible and invisible links, it is still possible for experienced authors to review and change the complete structure of the knowledge decision graph, while novice users prefer the strict hierarchical view. 
Web Site Index Creation
Some existing sites on the Internet provide an index, which describes how the web site is structured. Very often this index already has a hierarchical structure and represents directly the page hierarchy of the site. This hierarchical index structure provides a good help for experienced as well as novice users to navigate quickly to the right content page of the web site.
Unfortunately such an index is not available for every existing web site. Creating such an index automatically based on a given URL would enable the user to browse quickly the information structure of a web site, even though he is completely unfamiliar with this site. In general, web sites can contain several hundreds of different web pages. A presentation of such an index as a hyperbolic tree enables the user to focus on a special subtopic of this hierarchy as well as navigate quickly through the index. One potential problem to solve is that general web sites very often do not consist of strict hierarchical structures. This means that several web pages are referenced from different places on the web site itself (e.g. the index web page itself might be referenced from nearly every page's navigation bar.)
In these cases the proposed invisible link technology becomes very helpful. The user can still focus on the hierarchical structure to navigate the web site index but does not miss any cross-links between the different web pages.
We developed a prototype of a service that allows users to create automatically a web site index, which is visualized as a hyperbolic tree for navigational purposes.
The user provides an initial URL as well as a maximal depth to scan the given web sites URL. Based on the given information a web robot scans the given web site and derives the hyperbolic tree index hierarchy from the given web site's hierarchy. The depth of the hierarchical index is determined based on the given depth value. In the hyperbolic tree visualization each node represents one web page. The label of the node is derived based on several rules and heuristics from the title, headers or images names of the original HTML source of the pages. Clicking on the node in the hyperbolic tree hierarchical visualization opens the original web page in the web browser of the user.
In our experiments we discovered that this visualization method allows users easily to navigate and discover the structure of new or unknown web sites. Even experienced users very often prefer to navigate a web site using the hyperbolic tree index because it allows quickly moving or switching between different pages of the web site.
Currently we have plans to establish an internal service to allow other HP internal web sites to use this system to create their hyperbolic tree based indexes automatically. This approach is especially beneficial for web sites with frequently changing content or dynamically built structures.
CONCLUSION
The hyperbolic space with invisible links enables a user to easily navigate through different links without being overwhelmed with a large number of nodes and paths. Our technique could be extended to a 3D graph hyperbolic space. In addition, the invisible link technique could be applied to the area of c-commerce, c-services, such as product associations, customer Internet Shopping behavior analysis, and a web site indexing service.
